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C O V E R   S T O R Y 

The menswear market in India is pegged at US$17 billion. From 
being a fragmented market, dominated by local brands, it has 
evolved post liberalisation in 1991. Today global brands are 
looking foward to it as a high consumption potential market.

MENSWEAR ON THE RISE

46
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 Smita Singh, Creative Designer of Mirandola Design for Annika Rucci shares 

experiences from her personal and professional life. She believes in doing 

consistent high quality work.
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114 Wills India Fashion Week Spring/Summer 2014  

 One of the most talked about bi-annual events of Indian fashion industry, 

sets the tone for established, as well as young and upcoming designers, to 

showcase their talent and trends for next Spring.
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119 In vogue on road

 The style divas in Delhi flaunt their palazzo pants by teaming it with tees, 

tops, shrugs and stilletoes. Images Business of Fashion captures the girls in 

their stylish attires. 
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122 Ensemble buying station 

 Jas Banwait, Co-founder and CEO, seat14a shares her views on 

e-commerce, challenges as a startup and about a new kind of shopping 

experience for men.

EXPERT SPEAK
125 Big data analytics in the retail industry 

 Sudhir Kumar R, Consultant, shares his views on the use of Data Analytics 

and how fashion companies should use it to leverage consumption. 
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130 Everyone can win

 Chandrachur Datta, Consultant, Vector Consulting Group, writes about how 

apparel and home textile retail brands have meagre profits that affect yarn 

suppliers and what is going wrong with the chain of entities that deliver the 

final value-added product to the consumers. 
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FOCUS |  NEWCOMER
142 Networking is key

 New social media platforms specifi cally designed to attract 

fashion school graduates make the initial steps in a new 

career easier.  

FASHION SERIES

147 Denim up with tailored jeans 
 Even though New York plays a leading role when it comes to 

custom-made jeans, Richard Wang could prevail with his label 

Den.m Bar in L.A. He offers a great choice and affordable prices.
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148 A family enterprise

 Everything under one roof. The UK-based Pentland Group 

manages a sportswear brand family of considerable size 

through its subsidiary.

FACTS| BRANDS
152 Threads with star appeal

 It is not only its eco-thread which sets US-based Bionic apart, 

but its creative director, Pharrell Williams.

FACTS | STORES 
154 Dutch delight

 We found these two denim and fashion store jewels in the 

Netherlands.

FOCUS | DENIM 
158 Yin &Yang

 You can’t go wrong with the combination of black and white.

On denim the non-colour duo looks even cooler - whether it is 

simple or wildly mixed.

FOCUS | FABICS
162 True blue

 Authentic and vintage denim are back for S/S 2015. Technology, 

innovation and attention to the environment are providing an 

even more contemporary hype to this most expected comeback.
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